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“The collections of scientific data acquired 

with government and private support are the 

foundation for our understanding of the 

physical world and for our capabilities to 

predict changes in that world. 

- U.S. National Research Council 
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What are geospatial records? 

 Vector 

 Shapefile 

 Geodatabase 

 Older Formats (e.g. Coverage) 

 Raster 

 Imagery 

 Index Data 

 Project Files 

 Word Processing 

 Spreadsheets 

 Email 

 Geospatial Records 

 Metadata 
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Municipal Growth-- Mecklenburg County, NC  

                   Modeling Change                     Legal Mandates    

    Historic Mapping        Cost of Reproducing       Disaster Recovery/COOP  

1989 2009 

Consider rate & frequency of  data change 

Consider frequency of capture to capture the 

extent & nature of change 

Why Archive Geospatial Data? 
Your Reasons may impact your Appraisal criteria 
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What do you do with geospatial records?  

 What are your processing procedures for electronic records or paper? 

 Receive the stuff 

 Remove duplicates and clean up stuff 

 Arrange the stuff 

 Describe the stuff 

 Make stuff accessible 

 As we’re going through the process steps for processing geospatial records, 

think about the steps that are applicable to you 

 Also think about what you might do differently if you were expanding your 

archival services to include geospatial records 

 While geospatial data is complex, the hope is that you’ll see similarities in 

processing geospatial data as with your current electronic records 

processing. 
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Geospatial Data Life Cycle 
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High Level Process Flow – 4 Phases 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 And each phase can be further broken down into several 

sub-tasks 

Submitter 

Submits Files 
Preservation Master 

Security Copy(ies) 

Use/Access Copy Archives  

Receives &  

Checks Files 
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SIP Generalized Workflow 

 Quality Assurance (Archival Organization) 

 Make copy of SIP (submitted files) 

 Run virus check 

 Validate files arrive intact 

 Bit-level validation 

 Unpack files from package 

 Validate datasets comply with guidelines / policies 

 E.g. file naming, file organization 

 Validate datasets are complete 

 Functional verification of datasets 

 Open dataset, view graphical rendering of dataset 

 Access dataset tabular attribute data 

 Validate geospatial metadata is complete 

 Send acknowledgement to submitter 
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Naming? Dataset Files Complete? (1) 

 Shapefile 

 

 

 

 

 Geodatabase 
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Dataset Files Complete? (2) 

 Orthoimagery 
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Dataset Files Complete? (3) 

 GIS Projects 
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Functional Verification of GIS dataset 

 

Render geospatial dataset 

Review tabular attributes 

Review dataset metadata 
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Review Geospatial Metadata 
 Are all required metadata fields populated? 
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Review Geospatial Metadata 
 Are all required metadata fields populated? 
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AIP Generalized Workflow 

 Generate AIP 

 Create Unique ID for object 

 Create a “safe” copy of geospatial metadata 

 Create Preservation Master 

 Format Transformation, if necessary – address multiple data formats (e.g. 

vector, raster, project and possibly multiple vendors)  

 Archivist updates geospatial metadata file with archival processing 

step(s), and possibly archival-organization-specific information 

 Generate / Assign and record fixity value for files in AIP 

 Create Archival Metadata 

 Create Security Copy(ies) of Preservation Master 

 Create Archival Information Package 

 Add record to Preservation repository 

 Set access controls 

 Record creation & location of security copy in archival metadata 
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Generalized Information/Data Model 

 An object-oriented approach aids in maintaining the relationships between 

the multiple variants of the archived digital asset 
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Archival Metadata Planning Questions 

 What ingest & geospatial metadata can be harvested to populate the                

archival metadata record for the Archival Information Package? 

 

Archival Processing 
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Technical Metadata Planning Questions 

 Will the Archives take advantage of  metadata “auto-fill” feature of tools such 

as Esri ArcCatalog to populate missing metadata fields? 
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Data Type Preservation Plan 
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DIP Generalized Workflow 

 Generate DIP 

 Create Use Copy 

 Provide Archival Metadata critical for access (e.g. descriptive information, 

geospatial-specific descriptive attributes) 

 Create Access Derivatives 

 Geospatial PDF/GeoPDF 

 HTML version of geospatial metadata 

 zip package of collection of dataset files 

 Create Catalog Entry 

 Add dataset to Digital Collection 

 Register dataset with national inventory systems (e.g. GIS Inventory 

(RAMONA)) 

 Verify Catalog access, Digital Collection access 

 Update Archival Metadata record with “related” resources            
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DIP - Bring it all together in your access interface 
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Preservation and Access of Geospatial Assets 
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Preservation and Access of Geospatial Assets 
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DIP production 
 Utah’s APPX-based AXAEM system – produces access copy and      

produces an EAD-compliant finding aid.  
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Create Derivatives That Aid Access 

 Create a mosaic or index shapefile for orthoimage collections 
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Create Derivatives That Aid Access 
 Create a (zip) package that contains all of the files in the dataset to ensure 

the dataset user will retrieve all files for the dataset 

 Shapefiles 

 

 

 

 

 Geodatabase 
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What do you think now? 

 Did you see any steps that are applicable to the archival processing 

work you’re now doing? 

 Did this identify any gaps for you in your current processes? 

 Do you see any barriers to implementing the processes we’ve 

proposed? 

 What do you think you might do differently if you were expanding 

your archival services to include geospatial records? 

 Do you see these processing steps as compatible with your current 

electronic records processing procedures? 

 For more details - look for the publication of the Geospatial 

Archival Processing White Paper 
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Summary 

 Archival processing consists of: 

 Ingest 

 Quality Assurance Check 

 Create the Archival Information Package (Preservation Master) 

 Create the Dissemination Information Package (Use Copy) 

 Key geospatial processing considerations: 

 Processing a record that consists of numerous files 

 Using geospatial software to functionally verify 

 Identifying the geospatial metadata that will be incorporated into the 

archival metadata record 

 Managing the geospatial metadata file – with archives-specific 

metadata 

 Creating derivatives that aid the access of the geospatial record 

 


